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Outline of the talk

• Main question: Are article and journal metrics a good thing? 

1. The roots of citation analysis

2. Overview of some of the most common metrics used nowadays

3. Metrics and Philosophy of Science 



The roots of citation analysis



Citation analysis
• Citation analysis is a quantitative method to examine various features

of citations of publications—such as their number, pattern, graph.

• The dataset on which citation analysis is based is a citation index, an 

index that lists publications and, for each publication, all the 

publications included in the index that refer to that publication.



Citation index
• One of the first citation indexes was

deviced by Gross and Gross (1927) for 

the field of chemistry. 

• Gross and Gross (1927) compiled the 

index manually! (ca. 250 entries)

• They took one of the most
representative journals of chemistry at

their time—The Journal of the 
American Chemical Society—and 

ranked journals on the basis of the 

number of citations that these journals

received by publications in that journal 

Gross and Gross (1927) 



Science Citation Index

• Aided by digital computers, 

Garfield—the founding father of 

citation analysis—created the 

first Science Citation Index (a.k.a.

Web of Science) in the 1950ies.

• It included most science and 

technology journals at that time.

• It ranked journals by the number

of citations they received by the 

journals in the index (2200 

entries) 

Garfield (1972) Citation Analysis as a Tool in Journal Evaluation. Science  (471-479)



Citation analysis

• Garfield's citation index played a crucial role in opening up an entirely

new body of statistical work on scientific production. 

• The dataset was instrumental in establishing the fields of 

scientometrics and bibliometrics.

• The statistical approach to scientific production gave for the first time 

a quantified measure of the exponential growth of science, in terms

of publications rate and number of scientists



Scientific productivity

• This approach disclosed a number of 

properties about scientific production, 

most of which can be subsumed under 

the following observation: 

• Scientific production is not uniformly

distributed

• Most scientific outputs come from a 

small group of scientists (Lotka 1926)

Tim Bates <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0>



Citation network

• Citations are driven by a 

small number of journals

(de Solla Price 1963, 

Garfield 1972);

• In the graph, the first 152 

most cited journals

account for 50% of all

references

Garfield 1972 



Bradford’s bibliographical law 

• The relevant literature is scattered around

a few crucial publications (Bradford 1948)

• Bradford’s law shows that there is an 

increasing diminishing returns of 
searching for new references in scientific

journals.



Citation rankings

• These features ware taken as evidence to ground some of the first 

policies based on citation metrics

• Citation ranking was proposed as a criterion to decide which

periodicals to include in an academic library given budget constraints

(Gross and Gross 1933).  

• Garfield (1972) «It is apparent even from the makeup of this partial
listing [SCI] that a good multidisciplinary journal collection need
contain no more than a few hundred titles» (p.474)



The potential of citation analysis

• Besides evaluation, Garfield had a number of 
other purposes in mind for citation analysis
• Initially, he thought of the citation index as

an ``association of ideas" index. 
• The index would give scientists a way to trace 

the dissemination of a piece of work in the 
literature
• It provided a map of the scientific landscape

based on the citation network of the papers
in the literature (Biagioli 2018). 

Hummon and Doreian (1989)



The roots of citation analysis

• The increasing growth of scientific production raised crucial questions

on how to handle this expansion.

• Issues related to the «information explosion» did not just concern

budget allocation.

• Authors were mainly concerned with the consequences for scientists

themselves, i.e. on how they could process an always growing

amount of prior work and keep up with a rapid inflow of new 

publications.



The roots of citation analysis

• Margolis (1967) «As a result of the recent expansion of scientific

literature, more time and effort are being devoted to the selection of 

what is to be read than to the actual reading» (p.1213)

• […]

• «New information is accumulating faster than it can be sorted out. 

[…] There remains a strong incentive to publish the greatest possible

number of papers. A new scale of values based on citations is by no 

means infallible or, in many cases, even fair, but at least it provides an 

alternative to the existing one, which is at the root of the 

crisis.» (p.1219)



The roots of citation analysis

• It is common to associate citation analysis with evaluative purposes.  

• However, citation analyis reaches beyond that, e.g. it can be a tool in 

the hands of scientists, too.

• For scientists, citation analysis is a method to 

• search for relevant literature given time constraints
• expand the literature search beyond the references that can be found directly

in a text
• check if it a text is a solid reference or if it is already outdated by more recent

work 
• It is a literature selection device.



1st conclusions

• Citation analysis is a tool that can be used by scientists and policy 

makers alike.

• Scientistsà a literature selection device

• Policy makers à research assessment

• Both uses have the same root: the issue of processing an 

exponentially growing amount of information about scientific

production in a limited amount of time



1st conclusions

• Scientists and policy-makers track the use of scientific work via 

citation analysis

• But does usage licence quality assessment?

• This question is at the heart of the debate between supporters and 

critics of citation metrics



Overview



Overview

• Citations track usage of scientific work

• To do that, they combine citation data with other variables, for 

instance citations over periods of time or citations over quantity of 

publications

• Impact Factor

• Field-Normalized Indicators



Impact Factor

Garfield (1972): «Citation frequency is, of 

course, a function of many variabIes

besides scientific merit […]: an author’s

reputation, controversiality of subject

matter, circulation […]. One such variable

is, however, fairly obvious. If every article

has an equal likelihood of being cited, it

should follow that the more articles a 

journal publishes, the more frequently

the journal will be cited.» (p. 476)
Garfield (1972) Citation Analysis as a Tool in Journal Evaluation. 
Science  (471-479)



Impact Factor

The IF is a journal metric that indicates

the number of citations a journal receives

in a given year for papers published in the 

previous 2 years, over the number of 

papers published by the journal in those

2 years

• IF = !"#$#"%&' ()(*
+,-."/$#"%&' ()*01+,-."/$#"%&' ()()

Garfield (1972) Citation Analysis as a Tool in Journal Evaluation. 
Science  (471-479)



Impact Factor

• The IF order of magnitude varies considerably across fields. 

• Just to give some example: 

• In philosophy of science, the highest IF in 2020 was around 4 

• in economics 15

• in psychology 24

• in medicine 90 

• Because of this variation, it appears clear that fields shouldn't be 

compared purely on the basis of their metrics without taking the 

disciplinary context into account. 



Field-Normalized Citation Impact

• Field-specific indicators normalize citations over scientific fields. 

•à citations that a certain journal or publication receive in a specific 

window of time over the citations that an average journal or 

publication receives in that field. 

• A value equal to 1 indicates that the publication has been cited as it is 

expected from the literature. 

• But, this indicator requires an adequate definition of a scientific field



Field-Normalized Citation Impact

• Fields are often classified top-down by the providers of the index

• However, even within one field, e.g. economics, there are mainstream 

fields, such as macroeconomics, and smaller fields, such as economic 

history, whose IF hardly match. 

• Field-Weighted Citation Index (Scopus) classify publications bottom 

up, on the basis of their similarity in terms of references and key-

terms.

• But, to see the limits, search for your publications on SCIval and check 

the topic where they have been clustered…



2° Conclusion 

• The problem of field-specific indicators shows one of the limits of 

citation metrics

• This may interfere with a genuine/adequate literature search

• Moreover, policies that insist on rewarding publications that are 

above a certain IF may leave out research fields that do not have

journals with such IF.

• This clearly favours mainstream work against research fields that do 

high-quality research within their borders.



Metrics & Phil Science



Metrics & Phil Science

• Gillies (2008) starts from the question of how we can ensure that a 

system of research assessment promotes good science and high 

quality research.

• Depending on the method we choose, we may run into two kinds of 

error: 

• false positivesà reward science that is in fact bad science 

• false negatives à do not reward good science («pink diamonds»)



Metrics & Phil Science

• The current system is too exposed to the risk of false negatives.

• Innovative/revolutionary science break with the status quo and it is

typically resisted at the beginning. 

• Therefore, it will be poorly cited and it won’t be rewarded as it

should. 

• If the metrics were in place historically, then scholars like

Wittgenstein and Frege would not have received proper academic

support!



Metrics & Phil Science

• It is true that novel fields are typically discouraged by the metrics

system

• However, novel/revolutionary fields—in a Kuhnian sense—emerge, 

provided that normal science develops to its full potential. 

• The problem of citation metrics that I have discussed above is not

that they make science more conservative. 

• Rather, the field specificity issue shows that the current metrics may

not protect normal science enough.



Conclusions

• In principle, citation analysis could contribute to the genuine 

development of normal science.

• But for that to work, we need to make sure that we find adequate

benchmark for scientific (sub-)fields.

• Otherwise, the metrics may interfere with the development of normal

science

• In a Kuhian framework, without normal science there is no 

revolutionary science.

• This problem takes priority over the of missing pink diamons, or

revolutions and innovation in science.
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